Tetrahedral Chain Order in the Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ Brownmillerite
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The crystal structure of the Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ brownmillerite has been investigated using electron diffraction and high resolution electron microscopy. The Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ structure demonstrates two-dimensional order: the tetrahedral chains with two mirror-related configurations (L and R) are arranged within the tetrahedral layers according to the $L^{-}R^{-}L^{-}R^{-}$ sequence, and the layers themselves are displaced with respect to each other over 1/2[111] or 1/2[111] vectors of the brownmillerite unit cell, resulting in different ordered stacking variants. A unified superspace model is constructed for ordered stacking sequences in brownmillerites based on the average brownmillerite structure with $a = 5.5298(4)$Å, $b = 15.5875(12)$Å, $c = 5.6687(4)$Å, and (3 + 1)-dimensional superspace group $I2/m(0\beta\gamma)0s$, $q = \beta b^* + \gamma c^*$, $0 \leq \beta \leq 1/2$, $0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$.

1. Introduction

The brownmillerite structure demonstrates one of the most common patterns of anion vacancy order in anion-deficient perovskites.1,2 The $AB_2BO_5$ brownmillerite-type structure is described by the $\Box$O$\Box$O$\Box$ sequence of layers alternating along the 4-fold axis of the perovskite subcell (Figure 1a). Anion vacancies reside in the B’O$\Box$ layers and are arranged in rows along the [110]_p direction (subscript p denotes the perovskite subcell). The ordering of anion vacancies reduces the coordination number of the B’ cations down to four, and they adopt a tetrahedral coordination environment. The B’O$\Box$ tetrahedra are arranged into tetrahedral chains by corner-sharing. The chains lie parallel to [110]_p and form tetrahedral slabs, sandwiched between two slabs of BO$_6$ octahedra. The resulting unit cell is orthorhombic with $a \approx a_0\sqrt{2}$, $b \approx 4a_0$, and $c \approx a_0/2$. The B’ and O atoms in the B’O$\Box$ layers are displaced from their ideal positions in the perovskite structure. This displacement can be described as a cooperative rotation of the B’O$\Box$ tetrahedra in the chains. The rotation of the tetrahedra in opposite directions results in two mirror-related configurations of the tetrahedral chains, which are arbitrarily called “left” (L) and “right” (R) (Figure 1b). The arrangement of the R and L chains between tetrahedral layers (interlayer) and within the tetrahedral layers (intralayer) is the origin of complexity of the brownmillerite-type structures. Three types of brownmillerite structure are generally considered: (a) all tetrahedral chains are of the same type, the structure adopts the $I2mb$ space symmetry; (b) layers of R chains alternate with layers of L chains along the $b$ axis (interlayer order), the structure adopts the $Pnma$ space symmetry; and (c) the R and L chains are randomly distributed, the structure adopts the $Imma$ space symmetry. However, it was realized that the L and R chains can be ordered not only in separate layers but also within one layer, thus forming ordered sequences along the $c$ axis. A description of possible ordering variants within the layer related to a variation of the relative amount of the R and L chains in the structure and their mutual arrangement was proposed by Lambert et al.3 using a formalism of (3 + 1)-dimensional crystallography. The ordered pattern of the tetrahedral chains was modeled with step-like occupational modulation functions for the B’ and O atoms in the tetrahedral layers in the frame of the $a \approx a_0/2$, $b \approx 4a_0$, and $c \approx a_0/2$ average unit cell with the $Imma(00\gamma)c00$ superspace group with modulation vector $q = \gamma c^*$.

The L and R tetrahedral chains differ only by small atomic displacements. The transformation of an L chain to an R chain and vice versa does not change the first coordination spheres and does not noticeably influence the rest of the structure, because the mirror reflection, which is the symmetry element of this transformation, is also a symmetry element of the perovskite matrix. On the basis of these considerations it was concluded that the chains have similar formation energies and can occur in the structure with equal probability. The energy gain causing the ordering of the tetrahedral chains was attributed to the dipole—dipole interaction since dipole moments of equal value but opposite directions, caused by cooperative atomic displacements in the B’O$\Box$ layers with respect to the perovskite matrix,5,6 can be associated to the L and R chains. It was assumed that the
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competition between the inter- and intralayer tetrahedral chain order depends on the separation between the tetrahedral layers and on the magnitude of the atomic displacements, which is reflected by the $\text{B}^\prime$–$\text{O}$–$\text{B}$ bond angle.\textsuperscript{7,8} This consideration was used to explain the tetrahedral chain order in the $\text{A}_2\text{MnB}_3\text{O}_7$ ($\text{A} = \text{Ca}, \text{Sr}, \text{B}^\prime = \text{Al}, \text{Ga}$) brownmillerites\textsuperscript{7,8} and the driving force for the phase transition in Ca$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$.\textsuperscript{9}

Comparing Sr$_2$MnGaO$_5$ and Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ with other brownmillerite structures, one can realize that the distance between the tetrahedral layers in these two compounds is relatively large (\textsim{} 8.1 Å in Sr$_2$MnGaO$_5$\textsuperscript{10} and \textsim{} 7.8 Å in Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$\textsuperscript{11–15}) and the $\text{B}^\prime$–$\text{O}$–$\text{B}$ bond angles in both structures deviate strongly from 180°, reflecting significant atomic displacements in the chains (125.7° in Sr$_2$MnGaO$_5$,\textsuperscript{10} and 130.5°–132.6° in Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$\textsuperscript{11–15}). From transmission electron microscopy data it is known that the intralayer tetrahedral chain order is realized for Sr$_2$MnGaO$_5$, which corresponds to the $\text{L}–\text{R}–\text{L}–\text{R}$– alternation of chains along the c axis ($\gamma = 1/2$).\textsuperscript{4} On the basis of the similarity between Sr$_2$MnGaO$_5$ and Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ an intralayer order could be expected also for the latter compound, but in spite of numerous structural studies on Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ such order was never reported. From the results of neutron powder diffraction and X-ray single crystal diffraction it was reported that Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ has either the disordered $\text{Imma}$\textsuperscript{11,12,14} or the ordered $\text{P}2\text{mn}$\textsuperscript{13,15} structure with a single type of tetrahedral chains. The disorder in the $\text{Imma}$ structure was attributed to an irregular alternation of tetrahedral layers consisting of $\text{L}$ and $\text{R}$ chains so that fragments of the $\text{P}2\text{mn}$ structure occur locally.\textsuperscript{11}

In this contribution we report a detailed transmission electron microscopy investigation of Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ revealing that this compound demonstrates an order of the $\text{L}$ and $\text{R}$ chains within the tetrahedral layers and different ordered stacking variants of these layers. To describe the locally observed ordered stacking sequences, a general superspace model is proposed, which is then applied to derive the polytypic structures of brownmillerites.

\textbf{2. Experimental Section}

The Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ sample was prepared from Fe$_2$O$_3$ ("Reakhim", “pure for analysis" purity grade) and SrO. SrO was obtained by thermal decomposition of SrCO$_3$ ("Reakhim", “pure for analysis" purity grade) at 1050 °C for 36 h in a dynamic vacuum of 10$^{-4}$ mbar. The required amounts (molar ratio 1:2) of the oxides were mixed in an Ar-filled glovebox, pressed into pellets, placed in alumina crucibles, and sealed into silica tubes with a volume of \textsim{} 10 cm$^3$ evacuated to residual pressure of \textsim{} 10$^{-2}$ mbar. The samples were annealed at 1000 °C for 40 h and then furnace cooled. Alternatively, Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ was prepared by annealing of the SrFeO$_{2.9}$ precursor in a dynamic vacuum. The precursor was synthesized from stoichiometric amounts of SrCO$_3$ and Fe$_2$O$_3$ by annealing at 1000 °C in air. The pellet of precursor was placed in an alumina crucible and annealed in a silica tube at 800 °C in a dynamic vacuum of 2 × 10$^{-5}$ mbar. The sample was kept under vacuum while cooled in the furnace.

The samples for transmission electron microscopy investigation were prepared by crushing the powder sample in ethanol and depositing it on a holey carbon grid. Electron diffraction (ED) studies were performed using a Philips CM20 microscope, and for high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) a JEOL 4000EX microscope was used. The theoretical HRTEM images were calculated by means of the Jems software. The JANA2000 program package was used for handling the superspace structure model.\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{3. Results}

\textbf{3.1. X-ray Powder Diffraction.} Both synthesis techniques (annealings in sealed silica tube and in a dynamic vacuum) resulted in the formation of a single phase Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ sample. The powder XRD pattern (Figure 2) was indexed on a body-centered orthorhombic unit cell with the lattice parameters $a = 5.5298(4)$ Å, $b = 15.5875(12)$ Å, and $c = 5.6687(4)$ Å. The lattice parameters and intensity distribution on the powder XRD pattern are characteristic for a brownmillerite-type structure. The analysis of the reflection conditions suggests two possible space groups $\text{Imma}$ or $\text{I2m}$, in agreement with those published before for the Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ structure.\textsuperscript{11–15}

\textbf{3.2. Electron Diffraction.} The ED patterns along the main zone axes of Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ are shown in Figure 3. The brightest reflections in all the ED patterns can be indexed on a body...
centered orthorhombic unit cell with the cell parameters determined from the powder XRD pattern. These brightest reflections are typical for a brownmillerite-type structure and belong to the average structure. Except for these basic reflections, a set of weaker reflections is visible on the \([010]\) ED pattern. These satellite reflections are situated at the \(h0(l ± 1/2)\) positions and require doubling of the \(c\) parameter to be indexed. Careful digitized measurement of the reflection positions showed that on some \([010]\) ED patterns the satellite reflections are slightly displaced along \(c^*\) from the ideal \(h0(l ± 1/2)\) positions indicating incommensurability.

Satellite reflections were not only found on the \([010]\) ED patterns but also along the \([102]\) zone axis (Figure 4). Frequently, dense sets of satellite reflections and diffuse intensity lines were observed along the \([h 0 l/2] ± \beta b^*\) reciprocal lattice rows (Figure 4a). Regions were found where the satellites form discrete sets adopting different positions along the \(b^*\) axis as shown in Figure 4b,c. The ED patterns can be completely indexed with four \(hklm\) indexes given by the diffraction vector \(g = ha^* + kb^* + le^* + mq\), where \(q = \beta b^* + \gamma c^*\). The \(\gamma\) value varies slightly for different crystallites but stays very close to 1/2. For the \([010]\) ED pattern in Figure 3 the \(\gamma\) value is exactly equal to 1/2 as it can be seen from the absence of splitting of the satellites with \(m = \pm 2\).

Among other compounds with the brownmillerite-type structure, several examples can be found where the \(\gamma\) component adopts values significantly different from 1/2: \(\gamma = 5/8\) and 2/3; \(\gamma = 0.588\); \(\gamma = 0.595\); \(\gamma = 0.595\); \(\gamma = 0.588\); \(\gamma = 0.595\); \(\gamma = 0.595\). Since in our case the deviation of \(\gamma\) from 1/2 is less than 1%, we prefer to consider \(\gamma = 1/2\) for \(Sr_2Fe_2O_5\) as a particular commensurate case of the generally incommensurate structure.

The \(\beta\) component can be determined from the position of the satellites on the \([102]\) ED patterns. The satellite reflections in the \([102]\) ED pattern arise from the intersection of the rows of first-order satellites by the \((102)^*\) reciprocal lattice plane as explained in ref 4. The satellites with \(k \neq 2n\) in the \(h = 1\) row can be indexed as \(1k1l\), and the satellites with \(k = 2n+1\) can be indexed as \(1k01\) (see the indexation scheme in Figure 5). It should be noted that the \(q\) vector is inclined with respect to the \((102)^*\) reciprocal lattice plane and that only the \(\beta b^*\) component lies in the plane. The cases with \(\beta ≈ 1/8\) and \(\beta = 1/2\) correspond to the experimental ED patterns in Figure 4b,c, respectively. The indexation schemes for \(\beta = 0, 1/8\), and 1/2 are shown in Figure 5. Thus, the reciprocal space of \(Sr_2Fe_2O_5\) can be completely described with a single modulation vector, containing two components. For this particular sample the component along \(b^*\) varies in

and 1/2. /betatwo chains along the [111] direction of the average structure for n with respect to the crenel domains and the sequences of the tetrahedral γ group (unique axis a) D superspace group Imma derived from the ED patterns are compatible with the (3 + 1)D superspace group Imma(00y)s00, used earlier for modeling tetrahedral chain order in brownmillerites. In the particular case of β = 0, the reflection conditions \( hklm, h + k + l = 2n \); \( hk00, h, k = 2n \); and \( 0klm: m = 2n \) derived from the ED patterns are compatible with the (3 + 1)D superspace group Imma(00y)s00, used earlier for modeling tetrahedral chain order in brownmillerites. In the general case that β ≠ 0, the symmetry should be decreased down to monoclinic. The \( I2/m(0\beta'0)s00 \) (3 + 1)D superspace group (unique axis a, No. 122 in ref 19, B2/m(α'β'0)0s, \( \alpha' = b - c, \beta' = c, \alpha = a, \alpha' = \beta - \gamma, \beta' = \gamma \), which is a subgroup of \( Imma(00y)s00 \), can be used for the \( \beta ≠ 0 \) case. This superspace group matches with the \( hklm, h + k + l = 2n \); \( 0klm, m = 2n \) reflection condition experimentally observed in \( Sr_2Fe_2O_5 \), but the \( hklm, k = 2n \) reflection condition is not imposed by any symmetry element of this group. Following Krekels et al. it can be shown that this extra reflection condition arises from the symmetry properties of the tetrahedral chain superstructure and the stacking of the tetrahedral layers assuming the perfect \(-L-R-L-R-\) intralayer tetrahedral chain order (see Appendix).

3.3. Models for Tetrahedral Chain Order. We shall assume that the satellite reflections on the ED patterns of \( Sr_2Fe_2O_5 \) arise from an ordered arrangement of the tetrahedral chains in the L and R configurations. Two levels of such order can be distinguished:

Table 1. Atomic Coordinates and Crenel Function Parameters for \( Sr_2Fe_2O_5 \) \( (a = 5.5298(4) \, \text{Å}, b = 15.5875(12) \, \text{Å}, c = 5.6687(4) \, \text{Å}, q = \beta_0^* + \gamma c^* \), SSG \( I2/m(0\beta'0)s00^* \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>atom</th>
<th>( x _1 )</th>
<th>( x _2 )</th>
<th>( x _3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sr1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>0.1093</td>
<td>0.5159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>0.3907</td>
<td>0.5159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe3( ^a )</td>
<td>0.4555</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.0077</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1402</td>
<td>0.5490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3598</td>
<td>0.5490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O4( ^a )</td>
<td>0.6245</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.3579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) The atomic coordinates are transformed from those given in ref 12.

3.3. Models for Tetrahedral Chain Order. We shall assume that the satellite reflections on the ED patterns of \( Sr_2Fe_2O_5 \) arise from an ordered arrangement of the tetrahedral chains in the L and R configurations. Two levels of such order can be distinguished:

\( \beta = 0, \beta = 0, \beta = 1/2 \) a wide range limited by \( \beta = 0 \) and \( \beta = 1/2 \), whereas the component along \( c^* \) varies in a very narrow range near \( \gamma = 1/2 \).
(1) The ordered alternation of L and R chains within the tetrahedral layers, associated with the $\gamma$-component of the modulation vector. The sharpness of the satellite reflections on the [010] ED pattern (Figure 3) and the orientation of the diffuse intensity lines on the [102] ED pattern (Figure 4a) along the normal to the tetrahedral layers reflects that long-range order is established within the layers.

(2) The adjacent tetrahedral layers are displaced with respect to each other by $1/2[1 1 1] \pm 1$ vectors which is a translation of the average brownmillerite structure. The layers displaced either by $1/2[111]$ or by $1/2[111]$ vectors (Figure 6) can form ordered stacking sequences associated with the $\beta$-component of the modulation vector. The observation of discrete satellites on the [102] ED patterns (Figure 4b,c) suggests that such ordered sequences are present at least locally, and the diffuse intensity lines on these patterns arise from the areas where long-range order between the layers is absent.

Following the approach given in ref 20, the stacking sequence of the tetrahedral layers will be directly inferred from the $\beta$-component of the modulation vector. The superspace construction previously proposed by Lambert et al.\textsuperscript{3} for modeling the alternation of the L and R chains within the tetrahedral layers can be adapted to model also the stacking sequence of the tetrahedral layers by choosing a different modulation vector, the oblique $q = \beta b^* + \gamma e^*$, and decreasing the symmetry from the $Imma(00)\gamma_00$ space group to its subgroup $I\overline{2}m(00)\gamma_00$. The atomic coordinates of the Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ structure reported by Berarestegui et al.\textsuperscript{12}(in the $cba$ setting, $Icmm$ space group) were first transformed from the $Imma$ to $I\overline{2}m$ space group. The tetrahedral layers in the transformed structure consist of one Fe and one O position at $(x_1, 1/4, x_3)$. The occupancy modulation resulting in an ordered alternation of the R and L chains along the c axis within the layer is described with a step-like occupational modulation function (crenel function), which is defined by the width of the step $\Delta$ in $x_3$ and its midpoint $x_3^0$. Atoms within the $\Delta$ interval have an occupancy factor equal to 1, otherwise the occupancy factor is equal to 0.\textsuperscript{21,22}

The parameters of the crenel domains for the Fe and O positions resulting in either an R or an L chain at a certain place in the structure are $x_3^0 = (1 - \gamma)/4 + \gamma x_3$, and $\Delta = 1/2$ (see\textsuperscript{2,4} for the derivation). The $(x_1, x_2, x_3)$ coordinates of the atomic positions in the average structure and the corresponding parameters of the crenel domains are given in Table 1. To derive the stacking of the tetrahedral layers one should consider the positions of the sequence of the R and L crenel domains with respect to the section of superspace by the $R_t$ hyperplane at $t = 0$ taking into account the $n/2[111]$ shift when going from layer to layer along the $b$ axis, where $n$ is the sequential number of the layer starting from $n = 0$ for the layer with $(x_1,0, x_2,0, x_3,0), x_2,0 = 1/4$. The tetrahedral chain consisting of the Fe3 and O4 atoms with $(x_1,0, x_2,0, x_3,0)$ coordinates as in Table 1 (arbitrarily named an R chain) can be chosen as a reference and a displacement $t_n$ with respect to $t = 0$ of the center of the crenel domains of the Fe3 and O4 atoms for this chain in the $n$th layer can be calculated as a function of $n$ and $\beta$. This displacement is given by $t_n = x_3^0 - \beta x_2 - \gamma x_3$, where $x_2,0 = (1 + n/2, x_3,0 = x_3 + n/2$. Taking into account that $x_3^0 = (1 - \gamma)^3/4 + \gamma x_3$, one can get $t_0 = 1/4[1 - (2n + 1)(\beta + \gamma)]$. For simplicity, further consideration will be performed for $\gamma = 1/2$ since most of the ED patterns do not demonstrate a noticeable deviation from this commensurate value. Positions of the $t = 0$ section for the tetrahedral layer with number $n$ with respect to the crenel domains and the sequences of the tetrahedral chains along the [111] direction of the average structure for $\beta = 0, 1/3$, and 1/2 are shown in Figure 7. The obtained 3D structure models are shown in Figure 8. It should be noted that the model can be adapted to an arbitrary $t$-section by an application of the necessary “phase shift” $\phi$ along the $t$-axis.

Three-dimensional space groups can be derived from the $I\overline{2}m(00)\gamma_00s$ (3 + 1)D superspace group for cases with commensurate modulations corresponding to $\beta = r/s$ (where $r,s$ are integers) for different $t$ values. The list of space groups in case of $\gamma = 1/2$ is given in Table 2. If $r = 2n + 1$ and $s = 2n$, the [0, $s/2$, 1] translation of the average structure becomes a $[0, 1/2, 1/2]$ translation of the supercell, and a $a'' = a, b'' = 1/2(b - c), c'' = c$ transformation should be applied to the 3D unit cell to achieve a conventional setting (unique axis $a$). In the case of $\beta = 0$, the three-dimensional space groups are derived from the $Imma(00)\gamma_00$ superspace group.

3.4. High-Resolution Electron Microscopy. To visualize the stacking sequence of the tetrahedral layers, a zone axis is needed along which the L and R chains demonstrate different projected potentials. It was found in ref 5 that the [102] zone axis is a good viewing direction to distinguish between the different tetrahedral chains. Along this direction the tetrahedral FeO layers appear as bright dots, whereas the other layers are represented as lines running perpendicular to the [010] direction. The tetrahedral layers consisting of chains of the same type produce a repeat period along the layer equal to $\approx 2.4$ Å, whereas a doubled repeat period of $\approx 4.8$ Å is related to the layers with $-L\rightarrow R\rightarrow L\rightarrow R\rightarrow$ alternation of chains along the c axis within the layer. This will be further elaborated and confirmed by comparing image simulations based on the proposed structure models for the different tetrahedral chain orders with the experimental HREM images. The arrays of 4.8 Å separated dots in two neighboring FeO layers are shifted with respect to each other by a component of the 1/2[111] displacement vector which is normal to the viewing direction, which corresponds approximately to 1/3 of the interdot distance. The HREM image along [102] (Figure 9) shows an area where the stacking sequence corresponds to the orthorhombic $Pmb$ structure (Figure 8a). The satellite reflections on a Fourier transform of this image (see inset in Figure 9) are located at the positions corresponding to $\beta = 0$. A calculated HREM
image, using the model described above, shows good agreement with the experimental HREM image ($\Delta f = -200 \text{ Å}, t = 50 \text{ Å}$) and is put as an inset in Figure 9.

The [102] HREM image in Figure 10 demonstrates an intergrowth of the orthorhombic $\beta = 0$ (Pcmb) and monoclinic $\beta = 1/2$ (C2/c) structures. If these structures are considered in terms of the displacements of the tetrahedral layers; the displacement over 1/2[111] vector alternates with the 1/2[111] one for the Pcmb structure, whereas for the C2/c structure the cumulative 1/2[111] displacement occurs. The difference in the displacement sequence is reflected on the HREM image by a staggered arrangement of the bright dots in the domain of the Pcmb structure and an oblique arrangement of the bright dots in the domain of the C2/c structure. It should be noted that the monoclinic structure with a cumulative displacement of the tetrahedral layers as in the C2/c structure was also observed in the La$_{1.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$Mn$_2$O$_5$ brownmillerite.$^{23}$

Local areas of the monoclinic $\beta = 1/8$ structure with the space symmetry P2/c were also observed. On the [102]
HREM image (Figure 11) the experimentally observed arrangement of the bright dots can be compared with the arrangement calculated with the model shown in Figure 8c. The satellite positions on the Fourier transform of the image (bottom of Figure 11) agree with the $\beta = 1/8$ value.

Diffuse intensity lines on the [102] ED patterns in Figure 4a demonstrate that disorder is also present in the stacking sequence of the tetrahedral layers. The HREM image of disordered stacking of the tetrahedral layers is shown in Figure 12, where the regions of the staggered and oblique arrangements of dots are marked with a white line.

4. Discussion

The transmission electron microscopy investigation clearly revealed that the L and R tetrahedral chains in the Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ structure form perfect two-dimensional order within the tetrahedral layers according to the $-\text{L} - \text{R} - \text{L} - \text{R}$- sequence. Such an arrangement of the tetrahedral chains within the layer looks most favorable for the mutual compensation of the opposite dipoles associated with the L and R chains because it provides the shortest separation between the chains of different types. In contrast to that, no significant energy gain is related to the ordering of the tetrahedral layers because changing the stacking sequence by a mutual displacement of the layers does not alter the nearest-neighbor separations between the L and R chains (see Figure 6). This causes the simultaneous presence of areas with different ordered stacking sequences of the layers and local areas of disordered stacking. This scheme of anion-vacancy ordering in Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ is different from that proposed by Greaves et al.,$^{11}$ where the tetrahedral layers are considered as consisting of either L or R chains and domains of the $\text{I}2\text{mb}$ structure are locally present. The observed arrangement of the tetrahedral chains in Sr$_2$Fe$_2$O$_5$ allows ruling out the $\text{I}2\text{mb}$ structure as a model for tetrahedral chain order and confirms the correctness of the disordered $\text{Imma}$ structure when derived by such bulk technique of structure characterization as neutron powder diffraction. However, the ordered stacking sequences can be observed over relatively large local areas (such as the area of $\text{Pcmb}$ structure in Figure 9) using high resolution electron microscopy. The size of such ordered areas should strongly depend on the conditions of thermal treatment of the sample, and one can expect that long-range ordered stacking sequences of tetrahedral layers could be obtained by finding appropriate cooling regimes.
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Appendix

The structure factor $F_0$ can be assigned to the FeO tetrahedral layer consisting of a perfect $-\text{L} - \text{R} - \text{L} - \text{R}$- tetrahedral chain sequence. Being projected along the [001] direction, the projected structure factors of the L and R chains are equal, $F_L = F_R = F$. Then $F_0 = F(1 + e^{i\pi h})$, where the $e^{i\pi h}$ factor arises from a shift of the tetrahedra with the same projected potential by 1/2a along the chains. Taking into account that the tetrahedral layers are related by a 1/2[111] translation of the average brownmillerite structure, the projected structure factor for the spatial arrangement of the tetrahedral chain can be written as $F_P = F(1 + e^{i\pi h})(1 + e^{i\pi(k+k)})$. From this expression it can be seen that $F_P \neq 0$ only if both $h = 2n$ and $k = 2n$.
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